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Meet the New Agent

Hello everybody! In case we haven’t met, my

name is Gracey Moffitt and I am the new Ag

agent here in McCracken County. I am very

blessed to have been chosen to take on this

position and I am so excited to see what all the

future holds! If you haven’t taken it yet, please

take my Program Interest Survey! The results

from this survey will help me to plan programs.

You can find the link on our website.
Agent Update

This past month I attended numerous in and out of state trainings. I

am started the 4-H Forestry Project Days to learn about native KY

trees and their uses this last month and we will finish up with our

second session this month in time for the county fair. There are

numerous opportunities to compete in our County Fair at the end

of this month! You can check out our website or call the office for

more details. This month I will be setting up at the Small Game

Expo on June 8th at Carson Park. You can come find me for your

wild game recipes and a couple of activities for kids! 

On the 13th I am hosting the Ag Advisory Council Meeting at 6. This

meeting is open to anyone who is interested in the future of

agriculture for McCracken County. If interested, please call to

register. I am still working on the pepper variety research trial and

am going to work with the Oscar Cross Boys and Girls Club with a

summer garden and ag education opportunities! 

June 2024 
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June 24-29th at Carson Park
For more information about entries

and competitions look at our website
under “County Fair” or call the office. 



Cattle on Feed Inventory Below 2023 for the First Time This Year
 Source: Dr. James Mitchell, University of Arkansas

USDA's National Agricultural Statistics Service released the May Cattle on Feed report last week, detailing
the status of U.S. cattle on feed inventories. As of May 1, 2024, the total inventory of cattle and calves on
feed in U.S. feedlots with a capacity of 1,000 or more head stood at 11.6 million head. This figure reflects a
1% decrease compared to the May 1, 2023 inventory. This was the first time inventories were below year-
ago levels since fall 2023. This was more a question of when inventories would dip below last year's levels
than if they would.

 Placements in feedlots during April 2024 totaled 1.66 million head, representing a 6% decrease compared
to April 2023. The detailed breakdown by weight category reveals specific trends: placements at less than
600 pounds were 7% lower year over year, 600-699 pounds were 10% lower, 700-799 pounds were 9%
lower, 800-899 pounds were 4% lower, and placements for both the 900-999 pounds and 1,000 pounds
and greater categories remained unchanged. This overall decrease in placements, particularly among
lighter cattle, is expected to impact future market supplies.

 The May WASDE report forecasts 2024 beef production at 26.62 billion pounds, which is 1% lower than last
year's production of 27.03 billion pounds. The May forecast for 2024 beef production also shows an
upward revision of 484 million pounds from the January 2024 forecast. Heavier cattle leaving feedlots
have contributed to the upward revision. Steer dressed weights are averaging 920 pounds or 18 pounds
heavier than in 2023. Typically, dressed weights seasonally decline through the spring and summer
months. So far, that has yet to happen in 2024.
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Conditions favorable for seedling diseases in corn
Source:  Dr. Kiersten Wise
Date: 4/25/24

Seedling diseases are caused by several soil or seed-inhabiting fungi or fungal-like organisms which are
favored by cool, wet soil conditions during and after planting. Cool, wet soils also slow plant growth and
development and give pathogens more time to infect and damage the seedling. Standard corn fungicide
seed treatments provide a short window of protection against seedling dis eases. However, corn that was
planted several (or more) weeks ago may also be at increased risk of seedling disease, since seed treatments
typically protect seeds and seedlings only for a few weeks. Two of the most common seedling diseases of
corn in Kentucky are caused by Pythium and Fusarium species, but other fungi can occasionally cause seed
and seedling issues. 

Symptoms of seedling diseases can be observed after emergence and in the early vegetative stages of
growth. Farmers should look for areas in the field with poor emergence, patchy stands, and/or stunted plants
(Figure 1). Often these symptoms are observed first in poorly drained or ponded areas of the field, and areas
with heavy or compacted soils. Infected seeds may rot after germination, preventing emergence and leading
to the patchy appearance of plants in a field. Infected plants that do emerge may be yellow, stunted, and
have discolored roots. In severe cases, large areas of plants may die leading to reduced stand (Figure 2). It is
very difficult to accurately determine the specific organ ism responsible for a suspected seedling disease
issue in the field. Submitting samples through a County Agent to the University of Kentucky Plant Disease
Diagnostic Laboratory can help with obtaining an accurate diagnosis. 

The risk of corn seedling disease decreases when corn is planted into dry soils with soil temperatures above
50 F. These conditions allow seeds and seedlings to germinate and emerge rapidly. However, it is often
necessary to plant into less than ideal soil conditions, and diagnosing seedling disease issues if they occur
can improve management in future years. Obtaining an accurate diagnosis is important because fungicide
active ingredients work against specific organisms, and efficacy of a given product can vary for seedling
blight organ isms. Higher rates of specific products may be needed in fields that have a history of severe loss
due to a specific seedling dis ease.

More information on corn seedling blights can be found in the University of Kentucky Extension Publication,
“Seedling Diseases of Corn.” https://plantpathology.ca.uky.edu/files/ppfs-ag-c-02.pdf
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Interested in crop pest news updates? Subscribe to the KY Pest News Weekly

Newsletter at https://plantpathology.ca.uky.edu/extension/kpn. 

Are you interested in knowing what is going on in your field? Call me at 270-933-

1386. I would be happy to come scout your crops with you to discuss what to do
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Event Calendar for June
2024

If you have questions or
would like to RSVP, call
the office at 270-554-

9520.

The full calendar with
event descriptions is

located on our website.
https://mccracken.ca.uky

.edu
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Have you seen me? Poison Hemlock
Hello, my name is  Poison Hemlock. As my name implies, I am very poisonous like my close
friends Poison Ivy and Poison Oak. I am poisonous to humans, livestock, and wildlife. I can cause
blisters if you come in contact with me, and can be lethal if ingested. Luckily, there are a few
ways to identify me from one of my common look-alikes, Queen Anne’s Lace (Wild Carrot).

It is also important to know how to get rid of me,
the best options include herbicide treatment or
by digging up and wearing appropriate clothing.
Make sure to dispose of it properly, and DO NOT
BURN. Burning it will increase the inhalation
hazard risk. If you have any questions or
concerns, reach out to your Ag Agent at your
local Extension Office.


